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Today’s giving landscape seems to change from day to day: new technology, shifting 
preferences, increased competition, evolving tactics, and the ever-growing power of social 
media. While the pace of change opens up unprecedented opportunities to engage with 
supporters in new and exciting ways, it also places an added burden on fundraisers. How can 
nonprofit staff not only keep pace with changing trends, but also clearly articulate to board 
members and executive leaders why investing in the right technology is critical? And then how 
can they persuade them to actually make that investment?

Developing a thoughtful and well-planned case for investment in new technology can be 
difficult. Even if board members have a background in digital communications or interactive 
marketing, they will look to frontline staff to educate them on the role technology plays 
in serving and furthering the organization’s mission, as well as to direct them on what 
technology solutions are necessary.

This white paper examines how to make the case for investments in fundraising technology. 
We highlight the kinds of questions an organization should ask when shopping for the right 
solution and how to make the case for support in a way most likely to gain approval from the 
board and executive leadership.  
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DEVELOPING THE PITCH

The board and executive leadership team are responsible for strategic planning and vision, which includes ensuring staff have the resources to 

fulfill the organization’s mission.  And they know that having technology is a requirement; they know staff need it to be successful.

Still, most boards and CEOs will want to see a business case that supports a technology investment—especially a large investment that might 

seem to exceed an organization’s needs today. They’ll need to see the rationale behind making a substantive investment, including forecasted 

results and a plan for how the organization will use the technology to achieve long-term success.

A case for executive support should include education around today’s trends and best practices, an analysis of current resources and results 

(including gaps and opportunities), recommendations for how the development team can improve and grow its online program with the use of 

technology, and an estimate on the short- and long-term impact on fundraising results. 

To help craft the case for support, we’ve provided insight and recommendations on:

 • Changing demographics and donor trends

 • How to analyze current challenges and opportunities within the organization

 • A look at must-haves for an online fundraising program

 • A discussion about the right mix of technology

 • Tips for making the pitch to leadership

DEMOGRAPHICS AND DONOR TRENDS

What channel are they on? (All of them!)

From Millennials to Baby Boomers, most people now prefer the 

Internet as their main form of contact with family, friends, and their 

favorite brands and nonprofits. A recent study by CharityDynamics 

and NTEN looked at donors and their favorite charities. The results 

are enlightening:

 • When asked about their favorite charity, donors said they prefer 
  to get information from the charity’s website and via email

 • When looking at online communications, more than half of 
  donors said they receive information from their favorite charity’s 
  website, by email, or by electronic newsletter

The nonprofit marketplace is changing. More than 

50% of constituents receive email on their mobile 

devices. Multichannel is the new normal, and 

donors want to hear from their favorite charities 

online. To keep up with these changes, development 

and marketing teams know they need the right 

technology; the kind of technology that will grow 

with their needs and sophistication. 
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 • Donors aged 50+ said they prefer visiting a charity’s website  
  and receiving email to stay in touch

 • And almost 30% of donors reported visiting their favorite 
  charity’s Facebook® page and liking it

Virtually every generation now expects to interact with organizations 

across multiple channels. Each generation has a different mix 

of preferred communication channels, though, so organizations 

should focus efforts on telling a cohesive, multi-channel story. 

Donors want to know how they made an impact—whether that’s 

presented through email, articles, photographs, videos, infographics, 

testimonials, blogs, events, or even artwork. Success largely 

depends on how well the organization conveys an emotional, 

mission-focused story integrated across all available channels. 

What about new supporters?

Based on insights from Blackbaud’s 2013 The Next Generation 

of American Giving, a key focus for organizations should be Baby 

Boomers (or individuals aged 49-67). Baby Boomers account for 

almost half the giving in the US, making them by far the largest pool 

of donors among the four generations. 

The #1 reason donors say they stop giving 

is lack of communication—something that 

is almost completely in a nonprofit’s control to 

change. With the right technology and strategy, an 

organization can turn the tide. With a 10% change 

in retention, a development team can increase the 

lifetime value of its donor base up to 200%. 

(Growing Philanthropy Study in the US, 2011)

Generation Y

- Born 1981 – 1995 
  (age 18-32 as of 2013)
- Represent 11% of total giving
- 32.8 million donors in the U.S. 
- 60% give
- $481 average annual gift
- 3.3 charities supported

Boomers

- Born 1946 – 1964 
  (age 49-67 as of 2013)
- Represent 43% of total giving
- 51.0 million donors in the U.S. 
- 72% give, more Boomers give 

online than through direct mail

THE GENERATIONS

Generation X

- Born 1965 – 1980 
(age 33-48 as of 2013)

- Represent 20% of total giving
- 39.5 million donors in the U.S. 
- 59% give
- $732 average annual gift
- 3.9 charities supported

Matures

- Born 1945 and earlier  
  (age 68+ as of 2013)
- Represent 26% of total giving
- 27.1 million donors in the U.S. 
- 88% give
- $1,367 average annual gift
- 6.2 charities supported

Generational groups, total U.S. population, and giving percentages
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Clearly, Baby Boomers will continue to contribute the bulk of 

fundraising dollars for at least the next decade. But that’s not to say 

the other generations should be ignored. While Boomers currently 

make the greatest financial impact of any generational cohort, the 

next generation of donors will come from generations X and Y. As 

these generations mature and attain greater economic stability and 

success, their philanthropic giving will grow. That fact underscores 

why an integrated strategy spanning all available channels is vital 

to the continued success of the organization’s development efforts.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Before any business or organization invests in a new technology, 

it should consider performing a SWOT analysis (Strengths, 

Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats). This process provides the 

evidence an organization needs to talk with leadership about 

challenges and opportunities, as well as what the organization could 

achieve with the right investment.

In a SWOT analysis, strengths and weaknesses are usually internal—

they’re strategies and technologies that impact the success of online 

initiatives. In contrast, consider opportunities and threats as external 

factors (e.g., trends, competition, and changing audiences). 

No matter the mission, organizations don’t have time for trial and 

error. They need a technology solution that lays a foundation for long 

term growth—one that will yield results both now and well into the 

future. So conducting a SWOT analysis will show leadership how that 

investment can position the organization for that long-term success.

“Whenever I go to a conference or read something 

about growing trends, I always make a point of 

discussing what I have learned with my executive 

director. This keeps him better informed and 

“primes” him for a time when it becomes important 

to invest money.  Because we have had an ongoing 

discussion, he trusts my judgment and knows that 

when I come to him asking for money, I have done 

my research.” 

– Chris Schwartz, Grace Church Community Center

-Programs team has a wealth of
  stories to create mission moments

-New website focused on
  supporters 

-Successful offline efforts that
  can easily be integrated
  online

-Current software does not allow
  for message automation

-Staff has limited knowledge of
  best practices or html design

   -Limited staff capacity to
      implement multichannel
       campaigns

-Raise more money through
  targeted online campaigns

-Increase online donor conversion

-Grow email housefile, begin
  engagement campaign

-Donor preferences are changing, 
  growing popularity for online

-Core competitors already have new
  technology & strategy in place

-Emails have to be responsive,
  over 50% of users read on
  mobile device

STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES

WEAKNESSES

THREATS

SWOT

Sample SWOT Analysis for analyzing the need for a new 
online fundraising solution like Luminate Online.
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MUST-HAVES AND MUST-DOS FOR AN ONLINE FUNDRAISING PROGRAM

Do you know the non-negotiables for building a successful online fundraising and marketing program?

It takes more than a website.

A well-conceived website is important, but it doesn’t constitute a complete online strategy. Without engaging content, a responsive or mobile-

friendly design, easy navigation, and an optimized donation form, organizations are leaving money on the table. Even still, a simple re-design 

won’t get the job done if organizations don’t have a strategy for driving traffic to the site. The old adage doesn’t hold true—if you build it, they 

might not come. Even the best designed websites won’t raise money without the right audience. 

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
What is your average monthly visitor rate? 

 Is there a compelling call to action to entice visitors to sign up for email updates?

 What percentage of visitors subscribe to receive email updates? 

 Is your website content updated regularly? 

 Does your donation form bear a Verisign® secured payment seal? 

 Can you accept monthly gifts online, and are you promoting that opportunity?

Your relationship often starts with email.

While major gifts fundraising offers a 1x1 approach, activities like 

direct mail and newsletters do not. In fact, over the past several 

years, direct mail revenue has been steadily declining, and for 

many organizations it is no longer a growing source of income. 

Conversely, there’s still money to be made in email. Why? Email is 

personal. It empowers readers to take action. 

With the right technology, email communications help organizations 

stay nimble by allowing them to respond quickly to breaking news, 

present powerful stories to large audiences, customize content to constituent interests and behaviors, and create operational efficiencies. 

Look at it this way: Once people give you their email addresses, you’ve got their permission to communicate with them how they want and 

when you want. The toolsets in applications like Luminate Online Marketing™ allow organizations to track preferences and behaviors, collect 

interests, and analyze results that can be used to create compelling communications and fundraising appeals, giving organizations a notable 

edge when it comes to increasing online revenue.  

Did you know email has economic value? 

According to the Blackbaud Nonprofit Online 

Benchmark Study, the median raised per usable 

email is $13. As your email housefile grows, so does 

your revenue.
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
Do you send regular electronic newsletters? How often?

 Are your template designs based on how people read email (e.g., desktop vs. mobile devices)?

 Can you customize content by interests with your current system? 

 Are you able to track behaviors like open and action rates and respond accordingly?

 Are your direct mail campaigns integrated with online email campaigns? 

 Are you seeing double digit revenue growth in your online fundraising efforts?
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Social media will amplify your message.

Is social media a revenue channel? Yes and no. Current research still shows that people aren’t giving via social media, but people are 

influenced by the messages they receive through social media. 

Email is transactional; its success hinges on a call to action to make a gift or get involved. Social media is different: People use sites like 

YouTube®, Facebook®, and Twitter® for decidedly less transactional purposes, like staying connected and communicating with friends, family, 

and the organizations they support. 

Organizations should instead focus on social channels as a means to raise awareness for their missions, steward supporters, “friendraise”, 

engage the community, and amplify the messaging of offline and online activities. By using social media as an engagement and stewardship 

channel, organizations can grow their email lists and, in turn, raise revenue. 

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
Is social media integrated in your email messages?

 Can a donor tweet that they made an online gift from your donation form?

 Are readers given content they can easily share within their own social networks? 

 Are you capturing emails through Facebook®?

Build capacity and staff for success.

When investing in a new technology, part of the case for executive support should include staff resources and training. Even the largest 

development departments won’t succeed if they don’t have the right expertise and skills. 

Leadership needs to know whether the organization can easily and quickly make efficient use of any new solution. It takes time for people 

to get familiar with new platforms, so if your organization needs additional training and services to achieve an ideal return on investment, be 

prepared to address that need and incorporate it into your case.
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
Does someone on staff know how to design emails? 

 Does the team know how to write for the web, create an online gratitude strategy, and launch and promote a sustained 
 giving program?

 Does anyone have prior experience using the new technology? 

 Do you need a plan to integrate offline activities with the new online capabilities?
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WHAT DO YOU NEED TO MAKE THE VISION A REALITY?

Ultimately, boards and executives are tasked with the same challenge as the development team: to find passionate new supporters and retain 

existing donors. To do this effectively while also increasing revenue, organizations need technology that can provide (or manage):

 • Segmentation and targeted communications 

 • Integrated offline and online campaigns

 • Peer-to-peer fundraising tools

 • Easily optimized donation forms

 • Reporting and data analysis tools

Different platforms offer varied mixes of these capabilities, but few have been designed exclusively with nonprofits in 

mind. Luminate Online Marketing™ is a notable exception, and its sharp focus on the needs of nonprofits translates 

to a serious tactical advantage for development and marketing teams. That makes for an easier sell to boards and 

executive leadership alike.

When proposing the new online vision to leadership, it’s important to outline the functionality needed as well as how that functionality will 

impact operations, capacity, and revenue. Be sure to highlight the components below and indicate how each either expands or resolves current 

challenges or opportunities:  

Branded templates: 
Email messages and donation forms should have 
a consistent look and feature your organization’s 
branding. The staff should also be able to easily 
copy and repurpose these templates to save time.

Superior email deliverability: 
Choose a technology and company that works 
collaboratively with Internet Service Providers to 
maintain “white-list” status so emails reach their 
intended recipients.
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Using Essentials with Go!™ and Luminate Online Marketing™, Inland Valley Humane Society & SPCA increased its 

number of online sustainer donors by 43%. Less than one year after graduating from the Essentials with Go! program, 

the organization has continued to see growth in online and offline sustained giving. 

Easy webpage publishing: 
With training, any staff member should be able to post 
compelling stories to your site. In a world in which 
everyone scans email, you need to be able to use email 
to link and drive traffic to full articles on your website. 

Event registration: 
Most organizations have at least one special event, 
as well as volunteer orientations, a donor recognition 
party, and after-work mixers. The right technology 
should allow people to look up event information and 
register to attend (whether it’s free or not!).

List management and segmentation: 
The right tool should allow an organization to target or 
suppress emails based on different preferences and 
behaviors, as well as automate tasks like unsubscribes 
and new email registrations.

Self-service data import/export: 
Control the flow of data and keep expenses low with 
the ability to import or export data when needed versus 
waiting on a vendor to do it.

Secure online transactions: 
Donor information is of the utmost importance. 
Donation forms and data should be secure and 
protected. 

Mobile-ready: 
More than 50% of users read messages on mobile 
devices. That means the new software should support 
responsive or mobile-friendly websites, email, and 
donation forms. 

Message automation: 
Efficiency is important, especially in today’s “always 
on” environment. Your new application should be able 
to create and schedule automated email campaigns, 
like a welcome series for new subscribers or a donor 
impact campaign for monthly donors. 

Peer-to-peer: 
Even if you don’t host a traditional team fundraising 
event like a run or walk, peer-to-peer fundraising is 
growing in popularity. Be prepared for what you might 
do tomorrow, whether that’s a run/walk event or a 
do-it-yourself fundraiser.

Collect data: 
The right technology solution should track past actions 
and behaviors. It should also have the ability to create 
profiles of supporters to garner their preferences, 
interests, and motivations.

Personalized content: 
Email should be personal and timely. The right online 
solution should tailor website, email, and donation form 
content based on constituent information like interests, 
demographics, and past giving history.

Integration with social media: 
Empowering constituents to take their support viral 
is a big part of a successful online strategy. Your new 
solution should integrate services like Facebook® and 
Twitter® within donation forms and emails.

Giving options: 
Donors want choices and the flexibility to give how and 
when they want. Select a system that enables donors 
to make one-time gifts, tribute/memorial gifts, pledge 
installment gifts, recurring monthly gifts, matching gifts, 
or gifts with premiums.
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FINAL THOUGHTS

Gone are the days when organizations could focus their efforts 

around just three or four activities, like direct mail, events, and 

corporate giving. If nonprofits want to be around in five years, they 

need a technology solution that will empower them to implement 

and manage a multichannel plan to acquire, engage, and retain 

supporters from all generations.

Moreover, in today’s marketplace, the face of an organization is 

determined by frontline communications, like its website, social 

media presence, and other digital communications. Success 

requires smart planning, knowing supporters, telling stories in a 

timely and exciting way, and having the technology to pull it together 

simply and seamlessly.

To realize any new vision—especially one requiring a new technology 

solution—organizations need to anticipate and prepare for the needs 

of their leadership team. To get buy-in on the investment, staff 

should create a business case for support and speak to leadership 

in terms they understand. Analyze current development and 

marketing efforts and strategies, discuss trends and how they affect 

tactics, determine what the organization needs out of a technology 

solution, and examine the successes of other organizations. 

With that information in hand, an organization can then make a 

persuasive argument for investing in new technology.

WHEN MAKING YOUR PITCH, ANTICIPATE QUESTIONS AND CONCERNS:
How does this fit in with the organization’s strategic plan?

How will this improve what the team is already doing?

What is the long term ROI and ROE (return on engagement)?

Has the team looked into other resources and technology? 

Why is this the right solution?

Why does the organization need this now?

Will the new strategy and solution save time and create efficiencies? 
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CREATE A VISION FOR HOW THE RIGHT 

SOLUTION CAN IMPACT EVERY FACET OF THE 

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM. 

An online fundraising and marketing strategy will 

build a pipeline of support. With the right technology 

and strategy, an organization can build a sustainable 

pipeline of revenue that will grow not just online results, 

but major gifts, special events, planned giving, direct 

mail, and corporate giving.

IT’S “AND,” NOT “OR.”

Remember, the leadership team wants the same thing you do: to serve the community and carry out the organizational vision. Technology is 

the means to do that.
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ABOUT BLACKBAUD’S ESSENTIALS WITH GO!™ PROGRAM

The Essentials with Go! guided fundraising program reduces the 

risk of introducing new technology into your organization by giving 

you access not only to the Luminate Online Marketing™ fundraising 

tools, but also to a team of experts to guide you through your first 

year of online initiatives.

Essentials with Go! provides the tools and know-how to grow your 

email list, nurture new constituents, produce quarterly campaigns, 

integrate with other offline efforts, and maximize year-end 

fundraising. The Luminate Online Marketing team gets you set up 

and walks you through each element of campaign management, 

from production to analytics, while teaching you how to use the 

software and giving you best practices in online fundraising and 

marketing so you are ready to take over when the program ends.

“ROI, growth of your housefile, and potential 

fundraising income over time were the 

Essentials with Go! program’s biggest selling 

points. Also, if we do this right, the program will 

pay for itself.  The other item I liked was the plan–

stick with the plan and see results; that’s why it 

appealed to me.”

 –Melissa Adamson, United Way of Pitt County

  For more information about Essentials with Go!, talk to your Blackbaud account manager or visit www.blackbaud.com

ON AVERAGE, ESSENTIALS WITH GO! CUSTOMERS REALIZE THE FOLLOWING 
RESULTS THE FIRST YEAR:

39% increase in email housefile growth

82% increase in online fundraising

300% ROI on Luminate Online Marketing investment
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